Harrington Lawyers provide tailored advice and representation to the
major players in Construction, Property Development and Planning
Harrington Lawyers is a specialised legal practice
providing practical and comprehensive legal services to
contractors in Civil, Construction, Property Development
and Planning.
Our focus and established experience solely in these areas
allows us to offer specialist advice and solutions to our
clients.
We recognise that some matters may best be resolved
out of Court and as such we also offer Alternative Dispute
Resolution (ADR) services.

Our Advice is Practical & Comprehensive
We are committed to providing our clients with focused
legal services.
We have successfully represented major parties in both
the private and public sectors, on medium to large civil,
construction and property development projects.
We are members of the Civil Contractors Federation

We have the capacity to advise and represent clients in
matters across Australia and have the added experience
of having dealt with matters in Courts and Tribunals in
NSW, Queensland, Victoria and Western Australia.

We are members of the Housing Industry Association

Our Advice is Practical & Comprehensive

Our Contracts seek to optimise risk and ensure efficient
project management to plan and conform with
insurance and conditions. We know the difficulty of
balancing the commercial objectives of winning contracts
against the need to ensure the protection of a contractor’s legal rights.

In the administration of contracts, difficulties always arise
involving complex or highly technical issues. We can advise
our clients on those technical issues without losing sight
of the overall commercial objective.

CONTRACT DOCUMENTATION
We make it simple by selecting and modifying standard
form documentation to develop specific documentation,
including Australian Standards, design and construct,
guaranteed maximum price, novated and incentivised
contracts and cost plus agreements.
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If the principal has elected to use one of the standard
contracts common in the industry, then we can develop
amendments and special conditions directed at the
client’s particular exposure.

We are members of the Housing Industry Association

PROPERTY DEVELOPMENT PLANNING

We provide clients with up to date advice on
environmental and planning laws, development controls,
State Environmental Planning Policies and assist with
obtaining development approvals, including conducting
appeals throught the Land and Environment Court.

We advise from the inception through to the final delivery
of the project. This includes the acquisition of property,
obtaining development approval, negotiating with Council
and representation at Council meetings and, where
necessary, planning appeals. The firm has in depth
experience in procurring all types of development
approvals including residential, commercial and industrial
developments.

CONTRACT DELIVERY ADVICE

We provide advice on contract administration, claim
detection, assessment and prevention claims, negotiating
and strategy.

Construction does not take place in isolation from commercial considerations, commercial issues will always
impinge upon a project. Additional areas of law that we
may be required to address include issues in the area of
consumer law, industrial relations and Work Health and
Safety to name just a few.

DISPUTE RESOLUTION

We design appropriate resolution strategies
encompassing litigation, arbitration, expert
determination, adjudications and alternative dispute
resolution for construction claims, including conduct of
proceedings, in all jurisdictions, with a preference for cost
effective mediation or alternative dispute resolution as a
priority before litigation.
We have considerable experience in the conduct of
litigation at all levels and jurisdictions in Australia.
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Our lawyers are also experienced in using alternative
methods to resolve disputes. Our experience in the areas
of adjudication, mediation and commercial negotiation
helps achieve cost effective results, more promptly than
the litigation process.
Experience shows that early identification of disputes is
essential to the minimisation of costs,which ultimately
leads to a successful project. Our role is two-fold: identify
any technical steps that must be taken under the contract
and work with our clients to achieve a satisfactory and
efficient resolution of disputes.
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PROFESSIONAL EXPERTISE
Our lawyers have extensive experience not only as lawyers
but also in project management, property development,
commerce, development planning and construction.
The civil, construction and property development team
is led by our Director and his team of senior lawyers,
who have been in the client’s shoes and understand the
concerns that clients experience when deciding to litigate
disputes.
Our team leaders have been involved in property
development from initial feasibility and acquisition, to
final occupation and sale of developed property.

Our personnel specialise in property and construction and
focus on ensuring an end to end service for property
developers, contractors and subcontractors in the
construction, civil, infrastructure and property industry.
We have the expertise and capacity to handle any project
in Australia.
Having gained the experience and knowledge that we
have and our commitment to provide clients with an end
to end service, we take on matters in the Land and
Environment Court for developers and defend
contractors in the industrial relations commission against
Work Health and Safety prosecutions.

CLIENTS OF THE FIRM

We act for principals and contractors, including local
government and statutory authorities, builders, project
managers, consultants such as architects, engineers and
surveyors, subcontractors and suppliers.
Our clients are involved in the municipal, construction,
civil, mining, environment, engineering and development
industries and we have dealt with matters associated with
project planning and contract development through to
project completion and dispute resolution, acting for both
private sector and government departments.
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Our areas of contract advice have included all aspects
of construction, engineering and development projects
and also special service contracts such as major service
contracts, in-house purchasing schemes, outsourcing and
distribution agreements, construction and development
contracts and joint ventures.
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CLIENT TRAINING AND DEVELOPMENT
Our team leaders have conducted training seminars for
clients on various issues relating to contract
documentation, contract management and
administration, claims management, Work Health and
Safety and Security of Payment legislation.
These courses provide our clients with hands on approach
to solving difficult situations and train staff to deal with
the day to day contractual issues efficiently.

We conduct contract management and other legal or
industry-related training on site if required where there is
a large number of attendees.
Participants are then free to discuss their organisation’s
particular issues and processes amongst the group and
with our input to assist.

PROFESSIONAL AND INDUSTRY ASSOCIATIONS
Solicitors of the firm are, collectively, members of the
following organisations:
•
•
•

Law Society of New South Wales, Queensland,
Victoria and Western Australia
Civil Contractors Federation
Housing Industry of Australia

For further information contact:
George Hayek, Director (02) 9642 7748
admin@harringtonlawyers.com.au

www.harringtonlawyers.com.au

“We are proud members of HIA and CCF
and advise its members on all their construction law needs.“
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